
Delivery’s RAM 2500 turns 18 months 
old and celebrates 50,000 kilometres 
of spectacular motoring.

LIVING THE 
DREAM
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When RAM Trucks started production with the 
American Special Vehicles’ remanufactured 
2500 and 3500 models in Australia, existing 
members of the ute brigade didn’t expect 

such an onslaught − both in terms of the product itself and 
its highly attractive pricing at the top end of the market. 

Australians keen to experience the American dream of 
owning a RAM as good, if not better-made, as those on 
sale in the US, finally had something to compare with the 
long-standing Toyota LandCruiser. And when it came to 
pricing, RAM specification made the LandCruiser look 
second-best. 

The reason for the huge rise in RAM popularity in Australia 
is American Special Vehicles (ASV), the official factory-
supported RAM Trucks Australia specialist. Ute fans 
seeking a bit of American muscle no longer had to contend 
with conversions where quality was dictated by cost rather 
than taking the engineering high ground. Implementing 
engineering standards to rival the original manufacturing 
quality of assembly and fit-and-finish of panels, the RAM 
Trucks onslaught into the Australian market had begun.  

It has been a huge result for RAM, in terms of both 
credibility and value. The big leveller for ute buyers in this 
category is towing ability. Rated from new as capable of 
towing 3500kg (on a 50mm towball) or 4500kg (on a 70mm 
towball), the RAM 2500 and its heavier-duty RAM 3500 
sibling gave the punters what they wanted in providing 
the perfect tow vehicle. When fitted with a pintle hook, the 
towing limit rises to 6.9 tonnes.

RAM was delivering in spades where the competition was 
struggling, and without any need for expensive aftermarket 
conversions. 

Delivery’s RAM 2500 arrived in July 2017 and from day 
one was used for long-haul driving that regularly clocked 
3000 to 4000 km a week. In answer to the first question 
ever asked by a passer-by – “How thirsty is this big 
Yank?” – we could always show captures of the onboard 
diagnostics and record-keeping that indicated an initial 
9.9 litres/100 km for a 1200 km run from Airlie Beach down 
to Toowoomba.  

Longer distances and higher speeds fitted in with the 
running-in of the engine and driveline, and with more 
weight on board the fuel economy settled down to average 
10.4 to 10.8 L/100km, while in genuine mixed driving, fuel 
consumption figures of 13L/100km were more typical. 
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Towing a four-wheeled close-coupled trailer of two tonnes 
kerb weight brought fuel consumption up to 13.4L/100 
km, suggesting a large-capacity 6.7-litre Cummins diesel 
engine that produces 1084 Nm of torque is actually very 
frugal when mated to a six-speed, double overdrive 
automatic transmission. 

The onboard engine diagnostic system monitors oil quality 
and oil life, fuel filter life and also the amount of engine idle 
time as a percentage of the overall driving time. In the sub-
tropical climate of North Queensland there’s a tendency to 
keep engines idling for longer periods to run the air/con 
while waiting for someone or something and this is also 
logged in the data storage. The 50,000 km of total distance 
travelled over 18 months equated to a total engine on time 
of 807 hours, of which driving time was 738 hours and idle 
time comprised 69 hours. 

As our fuel consumption figures take into account total 
operating hours it’s interesting to note that real time 
economy is actually almost ten percent better than our 
figures show if excluding idle time from the equation. This 
provides considerable justification for the increasing 
fitment of idle stop/start systems in modern vehicle design.  

It was to be expected that as a new vehicle entering a 
vast country, there would be a series of vehicle upgrades 
completed by dealerships around the country, usually 
timed for completion during regular service intervals. These 
included a revised front-left suspension strut that provides 
improved adjustment for toe-in, camber and castor angle 
that refined the straight line and cornering ability; plus 
there were several electronic upgrades that improved 
durability, such as a tailgate lock actuator replacement. 
The only non-scheduled warranty upgrade was the 
investigation of an airbag warning light that illuminated, 
together with the replacement of the original water pump 
as a component upgrade – not the result of a failure. 
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A three year/100,000 km warranty is complemented by 
general servicing at 12,000 km intervals including the 
standard expectation of parts replacement − a fuel filter/
water separator ($273.42), sump plug ($39.56), air filter 
($101.10) and oil filter ($62.43). Oil drain intervals are 
slotted in at 24,000 km periods, and with 11 litres of engine 
oil, that can add a further $143.00 at dealer mark-up.  

Some concerns have been expressed by onlookers about 
the use of AdBlue, all of which are based on not being 
familiar with its use. AdBlue is a fluid that has its own 
holding tank and is injected into the downside of the 
exhaust system to reduce NOx emissions. Topping up 
the 27-litre AdBlue tank is necessary only at 12,000 km 
intervals and it’s just like refilling a windscreen washer 
reservoir. AdBlue is available at any reasonable truck stop. 

Turning to the topic of tyre life, the RAM 2500 came shod 
with Nexen Rodian AT PRORA8 light truck tyres sized as 
LT275/70R18. At the 50,000km mark we ran our depth 
gauges over the tread of each tyre finding a very even wear 
pattern across the width of the tread area of 6mm depth 
on both front tyres, and 7mm tread depth on each of the 
rear tyres. These figures result from regular tyre rotation 
at 12,000km intervals, together with a full wheel alignment 
and balancing. The original tread depth figure is 11mm, 
showing that there is plenty of life left to come.  

Having enjoyed the RAM 2500 tremendously, Delivery is 
now subjecting its sibling, the 1500, to the same in-depth 
scrutiny, to report on how a petrol V8 of 5.7-litres can 
compare to the exceptional strength and fuel efficiency of 
the Cummins 6.7-litre. Either way, we see a great future 
ahead for RAM Trucks and American Special Vehicles in 
the Australian market.  

“We see a great 
future ahead for 
RAM Trucks and 
American Special 
Vehicles in the 
Australian market”
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